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Thoughts From the President

By Kelly Russell

Still waiting for Fall…. and tired of political commercials – only a few more days till
election…. Hurry!
I have been enjoying our recent Sunday San Jac Online Get Togethers and have learned
much. We scheduled another for Nov 1 – hope you got the notice.
Our first hybrid meeting on Oct 5 at Bayland was a success – 14 people showed up in
person while 22 were online. We learned plenty! Thanks to Tom and JayC for their
participation in setup and operation of the event. We will have a hybrid meeting again in
November – if all goes well.
Make note of the date change due to the 2020 national
election… We are meeting a week later – on the 10th. Watch your e-mail for online
invitation, or bring a mask to wear and join us at Bayland.
Brian has received over 22 entries for the video layout tours and is finalizing the online link
page - publication notice is pending… The videos that I have seen are really great… one
may actually spend several hours watching and enjoying.
Stay safe, and follow the simple guidelines: wear a mask, social distance, and wash your
hands. . . oh yeah…. Vote … Vote… Vote.
We’ll see you at Bayland and online.

Kelly

November Meeting

December Meeting

The November meeting is
delayed
one
week
to
November 10th due to the
election. The meeting will be
HYBRID– both in-person and
online. Please stay tuned, and
check your emails for further
details and login instructions.

The traditional December
Christmas party at the
Freitags is cancelled.
(Thanks, Covid!) There
will be a regular hybrid
meeting on December 1st
instead.
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A Ghostly Tale

By Jeff Williams

What do ghosts, carnivorous plants, the dreaded yellow fever, and railroads have in common? Read on, my
friend - if you dare!
Forty years ago (1980), when I first came to work in Texas, I wanted to visit the Big Thicket area of East
Texas and the Piney Woods to go searching for carnivorous plants (the Big Thicket was known to be the
Westernmost area of the United States where several species of “Eastern US” carnivorous plants – yes,
another one of my strange hobbies - could be found). In previous years I had been all over the East Coast
(from Maine to Florida/Alabama) in my search to photograph these elusive plants, which most often grew in
some of the most inhospitable environments possible – peat bogs, swamps, and often snake and insect infested
ditches and power line and railroad cuts in/through wet savannah fields. Because of the hazards involved I
knew the importance and value of having a buddy with me. In fact, my Mother, having accompanied me once
on such a journey to Mud Lake, North of Ann Arbor, MI almost got swallowed up by the peat bog there – I
have never heard the end of that one. LOL!
Imagine my shock and delight when one of my new office mates, being curious about all of this, wanted to
join me for this weekend adventure. I did some more research (remember this was before the Internet, GPS,
and cell phones!) and my office colleague, Wayne, and I departed on an October Saturday morning on a day
trip bound for the Big Thicket Preserve. Now this was before there were good maps of the Preserve and
before the existence of elevated trails built such that you could walk on to go see these plants without getting
all muddy and wet. Getting around in the thicket was difficult to say the least. The best information I had
was from some other carnivorous plant hunters and enthusiasts who had visited the area several years before.
As we made our way up to the Big
Thicket, we noticed numerous oil and gas
wells everywhere. We spent a rather
frustrating day travelling down different
roads in the thicket and walking a number
of trails before finally finding a small
grove of rather pathetic looking, mostly
dried up, carnivorous pitcher plants
(Sarracenia Alata). Since it was getting
late and we had only planned for this to be
a day trip we decided to “declare success”
and head for home, but needing to fill up
the car gas tank first.
We grabbed a bite to eat and filled up our
gas tank at a convenience store in
Saratoga, TX. When I went to pay for the
gas, the attendant asked if we needed
directions to the “Ghost Road”. Ghost
Road? Once again, our curiosity got the
better of us, and we followed his
directions to the Harden County Ghost
Road.
Figure 1 – Marker for the Southern entrance to the Hardin County
Ghost Road. Note the “railroad tracks” at the bottom of the sign – a
significant clue as to how and why the Ghost Road came into being.
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Now, this part of Texas has an interesting history crucial to the economic development of Texas and the
Nation as well. Only 40 miles from the Saratoga Ghost Road is Spindletop, near Beaumont, TX, where oil
was first discovered in Texas. There was so much oil discovered at Spindletop that it caused an oil boom in
Texas and reaffirmed that burning petroleum as a fuel for mass consumption was economically feasible.
Interestingly, the Gulf, Colorado, and Santa Fe (GCSF) Railroad, originally chartered in 1873, was started
because of the need to bypass
frequent quarantine measures for
the dreaded Yellow fever put in
place by owners of the existing
rail line from Galveston to
Houston. GCSF’s first railroad
engineer was General Braxton
Bragg (former commander of the
Confederate Army of Tennessee).
When the GCSF completed the
line from Somerville, TX to
Silsbee in East Texas in 1902 the
railroad was uniquely postured to
take advantage of the emerging oil
boom.
In addition, partially
because of the devastating
hurricane that hit Galveston in
1900, there was a desperate need
for lumber from the dense forests
of East Texas to help rebuild that
Figure 2 - Oil derricks lined up in Hardin County, TX (picture taken circa 1902)
vital seaport city.
poised to take advantage of the new oil boom.

Figure 3 - Hauling timber out of the Big Thicket circa 1901.
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Now the Hardin County Ghost Road is a 7.6-mile-long dirt road in a North/South orientation that is
completely flat and straight and used to be the right-of-way for a railroad line, part of the Gulf, Colorado and
Santa Fe (GCSF) Railroad. The rail line was built in 1901 as a branch line from Bragg (or Bragg Station)
South to Dearborn, where there was a saw mill, and then on to Saratoga, which was the end of the line
(perhaps in more ways than just one, hee hee!). This small branch line was primarily used to haul out timber
from the Big Thicket to mills and wood material processing plants in Kountze and Beaumont, TX. The rail
line was abandoned in 1914 and the rails were removed and the right-of-way ceded back to Hardin County in
1934, when the local oil boom faded and the virgin pine forests had been exhausted. The Ghost Road has
remained a little traveled dirt road ever since.

Figure 4 - What the Ghost Road looks like in the daytime. The old dirt and sand road used to be a former
branch line for the GCSF Railroad. The rails and ties are long gone now. Notice the water in the ditch along
the left side of the road – could there be carnivorous plants “lurking” there?

Bragg Station, named after Confederate General, Braxton Bragg, used to be an important and bustling station
on the GCSF line running through Hardin County. However, though the railroad still runs through this area,
Bragg Station is now just a ghost town – a distant memory, with all of the buildings used to support railroad
operations there long gone. Local legends and lore include at least two different railroad ghost stories. One
such legend is that a school bus stalled on the tracks and was hit by a train, resulting in the deaths of a number
of children. Supposedly, if you are so daring and willing – if you sprinkle baby powder on the back of your
vehicle and go and park on the railroad tracks at night – you might find tiny handprints of the ghosts of those
children in the baby powder trying to push your vehicle off the tracks. Chilling!
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Figure 5 - Map of rail lines in Hardin County. The branch line that turned into the Ghost Road extended from
Bragg down to Dearborn and on to Saratoga (through the large "A" in "HARDIN" on the map).

However, the most notable ghostly legend is that of a railroad brakeman who had his head severed as a result
of a horrific railroad accident. The exact nature of the accident that took off the brakeman’s head is unclear (I
found two very different accounts upon researching this article), however it is widely believed that the
brakeman was under a rail car performing some sort of work when the brake suddenly let go or somehow the
train began to move and he was run over. Yikes! What a way “to go”, huh? Legend has it that supposedly,
the light(s) seen at night on the Ghost Road is the ghost of this brakeman swinging his lantern back and forth
searching for his head, still lost in the tall grass of the thicket. GASP!

Figure 6 - Is this the ghost of that unfortunate railroad brakeman?

It was already dark when we found the Southern entrance to the Ghost Road. As my small front-wheel drive
Plymouth Champ bounced along the old rutted dirt road, Wayne and I kept our eyes peeled for any chance
paranormal encounters. We had no idea what we were looking for or what the brakeman’s ghost might look
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even if we did stumble across him in the dense thicket. The one thing I will never forget about that night was
how dark it was along that little-traveled road and given the condition of the road and the vehicle we were in I
was more afraid of getting stuck in loose sand and dirt than I was stumbling across any ghost. Given that we
were looking for “a ghost”, we alternated between headlights on (just long enough such that I knew I wouldn’t
run into anything as we crept along) and off and driving with just parking lights on at a very low speed.
After about half an hour of literally “creeping along” we finally saw something up ahead – a number of cars
had pulled off the Ghost Road and were parallel parked facing the dense trees of the Thicket. We figured that
others had found the railroad brakeman’s ghost and we just had to see “him” too, having spent the time,
making the effort, and having come all this way. None of the cars had any lights on and with just my parking
lights on for illumination we found a slot to pull into. We soon realized that we had just discovered the local
“Lover’s Lane”! Wayne and I started laughing hysterically thinking how that guy back in the Saratoga
convenience store had really pulled a fast one on us! We were about to leave when…………all of a sudden –
What the heck? ………… Look at that!
I asked Wayne if he had seen anything and he said, “No”. Moments later flashes of yellow and orange orbs
moved across my windshield. Once again, I asked Wayne if he had just seen anything and this time he said
yes – he had seen a white light but it was stationary. How strange! Wayne finally did see “moving lights” but
they were now off to one side of us. Both of us, being engineers, began to analyze and speculate on what was
causing these flashes of light and why we were seeing different lights – there had to be a logical explanation
to what we were seeing. Were they reflections off of ground fog or dust from the road or some unusual air
density fluctuation? Were they “marsh lights? Or, was it simply other cars turning on and off headlights,
parking lights, or brake lights with these lights somehow illuminating the numerous bug smears on my front
windshield in the darkness? About as quickly as the lights appeared, they were gone. We waited around
another 15 min or so, but when no more lights appeared, we decided to call it a night as it was nearly 11 pm
and we still had a three-hour drive ahead of us. Still puzzled and perplexed by what we had seen very little
conversation took place between us on the trip home as we were mired in thought. I think we both enjoyed
keeping whatever the answer was - a mystery.
Researching this article, I have discovered that most people that have traveled the Ghost Road report having
“an encounter” – that is something very
different from what Wayne and I witnessed.
Most report seeing a white light straight up
ahead, at some distance, in or hovering just
above the road surface. The light moves back
and forth, like a swinging lantern, and gets
brighter and then dimmer and then disappears
totally, as if it is getting closer and then falling
back. I think you will all agree that it’s
refreshing to know that the ghost of that
unfortunate railroad brakeman gets plenty of
exercise every night as he searches for his
severed head in the Big Thicket!
Figure 7 - Could this be the ghost of the railroad brakeman,
swinging his lantern, on the Ghost Road?

Have a Hauntingly Happy and Ghostly Halloween Everyone! Muahahahaa!
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Installing Tsunami Sound Decoders in a Variety
of Small Steam Locomotives

By Carl Brainerd

My recent article in the August 2020 Derail shared a lot of detail about putting a Tsunami sound decoder and
a Soundtraxx CurrentKeeper into an HO scale Rivarossi Heisler. Updating my locomotive fleet with currentgeneration Tsunami sound is my summer project this year while I’m home during the pandemic. This time I
thought I’d share a brief look at the installations in a number of different locomotives, just to illustrate the
variety of installation situations and (sometimes) problem-solving involved with the different types of
locomotives. Each one typically took some fiddling to figure out the best way to install the equipment. Most
of these examples started out with a speaker already installed from a long-ago sound installation using the
ancient Soundtraxx DSX sound-only decoders. Maybe you have some similar situations with your
locomotives. I should point out that all of these examples used the Soundtraxx TSU-1100 1-amp decoder.

Small Switcher with a Small Square Tender
This example is a Walthers Proto 0-6-0 switcher. It has a square tender, but it is on the small side as you
would expect for a switch engine. It has an 8-pin DCC socket. Figure 1 shows what it looks like on the
outside.

Figure 1 - 0-6-0 with Square Tender

While it looks like it should have plenty of room, it turned out to be a bit of a squeeze. It seems like they all
do, with less room than you might think. In this example, the tender height is limited, plus the real estate
taken up by the DCC socket plus the little circuit board it sits on also takes up valuable real estate on the
floor of the tender. Figure 2 shows what the tender looked like before the decoder went in. There is an
edgeport speaker already there from the previous installation.

Figure 2 - Square Tender Ready for Decoder Installation
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Figure 3 shows the CurrentKeeper fitting nicely alongside the DCC socket, but the problem then became how
to fit the Tsunami decoder in. It would not fit beside the CurrentKeeper, nor on top of it nor on edge beside
the speaker due to the height restriction.

Figure 3 - CurrentKeeper in Place, Fitting the Tsunami

I put a DCC plug on the Tsunami, wired it to the CurrentKeeper, too, and crammed it all in there. Figure 4
shows the final solution, with the Tsunami put in at an angle and partly resting on the CurrentKeeper. There
was just barely enough vertical clearance, but it worked.

Figure 4 - Final Installation Ready to Close

This locomotive is a great runner, smooth and quiet, with all-wheel pickup, and probably is my best runner.
There are, I believe, some Walthers Proto 2000 0-8-0 locomotives out there with similar tenders from before
they started offering it with factory-installed sound. A similar installation would likely work for them, too.

Small Switcher with Slope-Back Tender
Now for a little more challenge. This example is a brass 0-6-0 switcher with a slope-back tender, which
obviously was going to further restrict the space available. This locomotive did not have a DCC plug, so all
the wiring had to be hard-wired. Figure 5 shows this locomotive.

Figure 5 - Switcher with Slope-Back Tender
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The volume inside this tender was compromised by the fact that the coal bunker was fully modeled, and thus
extended down into the tender body quite a way. It did give a good place to put the speaker, however. A ¾”
round speaker with an enclosure sits in the bunker under a thin Styrofoam coal load. The electronics went up
into the tender body in this case, instead of the usual tender floor location (due to the way the shell was
constructed). Due to the coal bunker taking up space at the front of the tender, there was no way for the
CurrentKeeper to fit in there either longitudinally or across the body. The solution was to cram it in there on
a diagonal as shown in Figure 6. This required cutting away a little bit of the purple wrapping where it
extended beyond the capacitors inside. That shortened the CurrentKeeper just enough that it could be fit in
diagonally with zero clearance.

Figure 6 - CurrentKeeper Crammed in Diagonally

Once the CurrentKeeper was in, the Tsunami decoder could be fit into the open corner of the tender shell, as
shown in Figure 7. It overlapped the CurrentKeeper a little bit, but it all fit in the tender shell without
violating any vertical clearance limits.

Figure 7 - Slope-Back Tender Shell Ready to Close
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2-6-6-2T Articulated Locomotive
The next example is a Mantua 2-6-6-2T articulated tank engine, shown in Figure 8. Way back in 2007 I
wrote an article for the NMRA Scale Rails magazine about installing a Soundtraxx DSX sound decoder and a
separate motor decoder in this locomotive. At the time, I described how there is not as much room inside for
electronics as you might expect from seeing the outside (like always, it seems). It’s still true!

Figure 8 - Mantua 2-6-6-2T

It turns out that the cab (including the coal bunker) is the only available space for electronics. There is also a
small space on top of the motor, which intrudes into the front of the cab area. There were two fortunate
circumstances in this installation. First, the CurrentKeeper, being long and skinny, would fit into the space
above the motor (not much room to spare, though). Second, the Tsunami decoder would fit in the cab
transversely. Again, this was a tight fit without much room to spare, but enough. Finally, the ¾” round
speaker I had used before would fit nicely into the coal bunker, attached to the rear wall of the bunker.
Finally, there was a little space below the cab floor and above the rear truck into which the wires and currentdropping resistors for the lights could be shoved.
Figure 9 shows the components ready to be installed. I painted the half of the CurrentKeeper that was going
to stick out into the cab black so it would not be easily seen. One edge of the Tsunami is also painted black.

Figure 9 - Electronics Ready for Installation
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This locomotive did not have a DCC socket, so all the wiring had to be hard-wired. I shoved the
CurrentKeeper into its cubbyhole atop the motor. I found out later that if it is pushed in too far it hits the
flywheel on the front of the motor and jams the drive train. Lesson learned. Figure 10 shows the two
components in their respective positions. The Tsunami went in on edge below the CurrentKeeper, sitting
across the cab. It had to be on edge to keep from impinging on the coal bunker space and the speaker.

Figure 10 - Decoders in Place and Wiring Complete

Finally, Figure 11 shows the same view with the cab installed and the coal bunker ready to be pushed into
place to finish the installation. Like always, it is pretty crowded in there.

Figure 11 - All in Place, Ready to Close

Bachmann 3-Truck Shay
The last example is a Bachmann 3-Truck Shay. This locomotive was acquired recently from a guy in Dallas
who was liquidating some of his collection. It was basically new in the box, and it had not previously had
any electronics installed. Investigation revealed that it had a circuit board with a DCC socket in the tender.
The tender is small, and the vertical space is limited. Figure 12 shows the tender and circuit board.
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Figure 12 - Shay Tender with Circuit Board

The vertical space available ends at the top of the backup light bulb, and a DCC plug on top of the socket
would also be at the limit of vertical clearance. Some trial fitting here revealed that there was no way for
both the Tsunami decoder and a CurrentKeeper to fit. The DCC socket limits the options here, plus the
vertical space limit prevents the stacking of components. Therefore, this installation had to make do with the
single capacitor supplied with the Tsunami to serve in place of the CurrentKeeper. Figure 13 shows the
tender ready to close. The speaker went into the coal bunker behind the cab, and the two speaker wires were
run between the tender and the coal bunker. This example did demonstrate that it is possible to run out of
space in these small locomotives.

Figure 13 - Tsunami and Capacitor Installed in Shay, Ready to Close
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Rivarossi 3-Truck Heisler
Finally, just one recap photo from my previous article about the Rivarossi Heisler. The installation put both
the Tsunami and the CurrentKeeper in the tender. The speaker went into the cab. There was an 8-pin DCC
socket in the coal bunker, so the decoder was wired to there with a plug. See Figure 14.

Figure 14 Rivarossi 3-Truck Heisler

This series of sound decoder installations is keeping me occupied during the pandemic. These examples
show that even relatively small steam locomotives, including logging locomotives, can have DCC sound
installed with a little flexibility and some amount of “fiddling” to find the way to get everything to fit. If
you’ve got some small steamers needing sound, these examples might give you confidence that it’s worth
trying.

Mark’s Minute

By Mark Couvillion

Tips For Better Wiring







Connect one wire at a time. Don’t get anxious because there are, or will be, so many wires. Just focus on
connecting one wire at a time.
Focus on one task at a time. Complete one task before starting another, or at least reach a good stopping
point if it is not possible to finish.
Stay with your plan – and always have a plan!
Document as you go. You won’t remember all of the small details if you don’t. It will definitely save
YOU time later.
Buy the best you can afford. Your track is the foundation of your railroad. Your wiring is the immediate
support for that foundation.
Don’t be afraid to try. With careful planning and caution, you will learn more about your railroad and
wiring in general.
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Back to the Bench

By Pete Leach MMR

The Story of the Peterboro and Lucasville Railroad
The Peterboro and Lucasville Railroad came into existence in December 2012, six months after moving to
Texas. It began as a humble carrier of all things Thomas. The rails were wood as well as the trains. But coowner, one and a half-year-old Peter didn’t mind. Heck, he didn’t even have to share it with his soon-to-be
born brother, Lucas (arrived Jan 2013).

Figure 1 - Engineering Chief Peter works the signal tower while Grandpa tries to get the MRC Sound
controller to work. This was the first layout built after moving to Texas.

The boys enjoyed “playing trains” with Grandpa during regular visits. As Peter and Lucas grew, it became
clear that pushing a wooden train around the track was nothing like Grandpa’s layout a few feet above. It was
clear to all that the boys loved trains as much as their Grandpa.
The solution was to reengineer the small wooden rail layout with a proper electrical set up. With a small
space in the window area and a closet full of old N Scale equipment, it was an easy choice in the direction the
boys (all 3 of us!) would take. Peter and Lucas quickly subcontracted carpentry, track laying, and electrical to
the more experienced in the group. But THEY would take on the task of building and running the rest of the
layout.

Figure 2 - Peter (on the left) and Lucas make quick work of painting the plywood top. They helped
with the track design that included a 2-track main. There are 2 engineers after all!
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While there was a lot of engines and cars in Grandpa’s stash, there was a lack of structures. Not to worry.
Peter and Lucas were quick to learn the skills needed for kit building.

Figure 3 - Lucas (on the left next to Grandpa) is working on a distribution center while Peter tackles a feed mill. They
learned to pre-paint some of the parts before assembling. Something their Grandpa didn’t learn until much later in life!

Next came the backdrop. By this time the boys were well versed in the method. They had already provided
examples to their Grandpa to use in his LSR clinics. They used this experience to teach their parents and
Grandma how to paint a realistic backdrop.

Figure 4 - Lucas, Mom, Grandma, Dad, and Peter work on the backdrop before it was installed.
The boys were good teachers and the grownups had great fun learning.

After the layout with backdrop was in-place, Grandpa installed and wired the track. These are skills the boys
will learn later. But for now, we decided reliability was key.
What young model railroader wouldn’t love installing scenery? Working with paint, glue, dirt, and ground up
pieces of foam sounds more like play! Peter and Lucas were quick to learn how to get the base scenery down.
Next, they painted the roads so they could drive the Mini Metals cars and trucks.
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Figure 5 - Lucas is busy painting the roads with a primer before installing the structures.
His favorite is setting up the cars and trucks in realistic (for him) scenarios.

They have recently applied ballast to the track. They learned the importance of moving it around and keeping
it out of the turnouts to make sure the trains will still roll.

Figure 6 - Peter spreads ballast evenly along one of the main line tracks.
He first covered the switch machine throws bars with blue tape to keep them safe.

Peter and Lucas still have a lot to do on their journey with this layout. They have plenty of work to do during
their sleep overs and Sunday dinners at Grandma and Grandpa’s house. And Grandpa has learned to build in
some train running (play) time into the schedule. Lucas likes to run the through train while Peter uses a
switch list to work the industries in the town. I have fun watching them figure out how to set out a car on a
facing point turnout.

Figure 7 - Lucas and his train wait in the hole while brother Peter switches cars at the industries.
They enjoy operating the trains in a realistic (for them) manner.

Building this layout with my grandkids has been THE best time I’ve had model railroading. Seeing them
learn new skills, the art of being patient, and getting the chance to “play” has been better than any contest
ribbon or merit achievement out there. That’s all for now as I head Back to the Bench.
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Road trip to SAMRA
By Tracy Mitchell (TNT Southern Div.)
I have been a little stir crazy the last few weeks, so I decided to head west to San Antonio for the SAMRA
Train Jamboree. Train shows are always fun. You get to see out of town friends, meet new ones, learn new
techniques, and if you are lucky, find an item to make your railroad complete. With that in mind my Dad, an
old running mate of mine, and I got up early Saturday and away we went.
As much fun as the SAMRA show is, the real fun of the trip is getting there and back. There are several ways
to get to San Antonio. The fast way is Interstate I 0. Another way is Alt 90 that I wrote about a long time ago.
(Almost ten years ago to be exact) This time I will talk about Highway 90 and its back roads. The old SP
tracks (now UP) parallel highway 90. We will start the journey at Columbus TX.
Exit I10 at the Highway 90 exit just outside Columbus. After exiting Interstate 10 in a short distance you will
cross the Colorado river. There is a nice RR bridge located there. If you are luckier than we are, you might
catch a train near here. We have been going this way for as long as I have been in trains and have run across
only 3 trains in Columbus.
The next railfanning opportunity is the town of Glidden.
Stewart Stevenson manufactures heavy trucks for the military at a factory in Sealy. Usually there is an empty
train of flatcars, waiting to be loaded with the military trucks. They are loaded the old-fashioned way, Circus
Train style. Often there are trains on the siding here. Usually they are dead or waiting for a passing train.
Approximately 2 miles past Glidden, near Borden, you will come to a side road that follows the tracks. The
road is Colorado County Road 217. Take this road. If you stay on Highway 90 there will be a good chance
you could miss a train because Highway 90 runs away from the tracks. CR 217 is a good blacktop road.
The only thing you need to watch out for is the local farmers let their chickens and guineas run loose along
the side of the road. They will dart out in front of you. Follow the road until it runs back into 90. The old
general store at Borden is where it meets back with Highway 90. It is a beautiful gray, corrugated metal
building that would make an easy scratch building project. From now on, Highway 90 follows the tracks
pretty much through the towns of Weimer, Schulenburg, and Engle.
Flatonia is the next fun spot to watch trains. Here is where the train watchers congregate. We have seen 2 or 3
old guys with lawn chairs, an umbrella, and a cooler sitting here watching the abundance of rail traffic. There
is a Wye located here. Trains from Hearne come through the Wye either heading East or West or continuing
South. On a good day it is possible to spend the whole day here and not even make it through to San Antonio.
Many times, we have spent over 2 hours here. Between the through trains and the ones switching here we
have counted over a dozen trains come through. But that was in the good ole' days of SP. Now that UP has
taken over, not so many trains come through here now. Today was a good day. We saw three trains while we
were there including a BNSF train heading to Hearne.
On a side note check out the old tower in town. They have really done a good job of restoring it. We wish it
stood where used to be though. To get to the wye turn left at the Eldorado Mexican restaurant. You can follow
the tracks a short distance on the road called Old Spanish Trail. OST eventually intersects Highway 90.
Stay on Highway 90 a short distance until you come across Gonzales County Road 415. Tum south and
follow the dirt road toward the tracks. This road is a true county road, dirt and potholes abound. If it has
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recently rained this really compounds the problems. You cannot make good speed on this road. So, if you are
trying to catch up to a train stay off this side road. However, if you are John Frank, totally ignore this. We
have tried to stay up with John on this road, but 65mph on this road is a bit much for our liking. This road is a
good road to watch trains from.
Photo opportunities abound. There are two good size trestles on this stretch and a steel arch bridge. It is really
something to be under a bridge when a container train comes by, speeding along at over 50mph. Stay on this
road until you come to FM 1680. At FM 1680 turn to the right and this will take you to Highway 90 at
Waelder. At Waelder the road intersects with Highway 90 at the elevator.
In Waelder on the West side of town there is a nice old general store that sells Orange Nehi in the bottle.
Occasionally they even stock Grape Nehi. By now you are ready for something cool to drink anyway. Stay on
90 through Harwood.
Just past Harwood look for the train tracks crossing over Highway 90 on a girder bridge. Just before the train
overpass is a dirt road that veers off to the right.
Take this road and it follows the tracks into Luling. The road is marked County Road 27. Somewhere along
the way the road changes names to Caldwell County Road 133. Stay on the road that parallels the tracks.
When the tracks veer away from the road you will come to "T" intersection. Turn to the left. This is now FM
1322. Follow it through to Luling. FM 1322 is on the north side of the tracks and 90 is on the south side.
Luling is the town that does not need a city limit sign. You can smell it before you get there. Luling was an oil
boom town early on. The only thing wrong, it was sour oil (oil with a heavy concentration of sulfur). Now,
Luling is known for watermelons. In the summer when we go to train shows in San Antonio and New
Braunsfels, we always stop and by a Black Diamond watermelon at the farmers market. Luling is also known
for BBQ. On the way back home, it is always good to stop and have lunch at one of the two BBQ places in
town, near the square. Both are fine eateries. If you are lucky, trains might come by while you are eating.
After Luling, jump back on Highway 90 and follow it through to the town of Kingsbury If nothing is
happening and you want to get to the train show, jump on Interstate 10 here to Loop 1604. Or if you want to
keep on following trains, stay on Highway 90 until you come to highway 46. Tum to the north, which is the
way to New Braunfels. Stay on highway 46 until it intersects with highway 78 at Lake McQueeney. Turn
west, on Highway 78, which parallels the tracks through the towns of Marion, Cibolo, Schertz, and Universal
City. Highway 78 will lead you to Loop 1604 (Pat Booker Blvd) and the Live Oak convention center. This is
where all the train shows in the San Antonio area have their meets. If you are heading to the New Braunfels
show stay on 46 to New Braunfels.
Here is a tip for you rail fanners. Better get your pictures of SP DRGW and CNW locos fast. The yellow
cancer is painting them at an alarming rate. So, the main thing is to get your pictures now while you can.
On this trip we saw only one unit painted for the SP, CNW and DRGW. We saw several units painted in the
yellow cancer scheme that were ex-SP. All in all, it was a good day for rail fans, we saw a total of twelve
trains coming and going.
Not bad for a Saturday afternoon.

Editor’s Note: I spent a little time on Google Earth finding several places mentioned in the reprint and this
still looks like a good trip after 18 years.
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Setting-up Rolling Stock for the Mystic Branch

By Gene Mangum

As I mentioned in the article on the Rolling Stock Inventory, I sold all of my existing rail cars that didn’t fit
my timeframe. All of the existing cars that I planned to use on the Mystic Branch were added to the Rolling
Stock Inventory spreadsheet. When a new rail car is received it is entered in the Rolling Stock Inventory.
First, the relevant information for each entry including items such as Manufacturer, Part Number, AAR Type,
Description, and operational parameters are entered. Setting-up the operational parameters for the new rail
car are the primary subject of this article.
Car Weight
Once the Manufacturer, Part Number, AAR Type, and Description is entered, the first operational parameter
that needs to be checked is the actual weight of the car to verify that it meets NMRA Standards. For this task
I use a scale that can measure the weight in ounces. If the car doesn’t comply, weight is added (if possible) to
bring it up to standard. If weight cannot be added, a note is entered in the Remarks column of the Inventory.
In some cases, especially flats and gondolas, the load is configured so that the car meets standards when
loaded. On the Mystic Branch, most of the open cars are loaded in both directions. The exception to this are
the aggregate hoppers that are used in captive service between Valley Aggregates in Val Verde and TxDOT
in Kerrville. So far, no problems with unloaded cars. For covered cars such as boxcars, covered hoppers, etc.
the car is disassembled (if possible) and weight is added to the interior. Being the cheap-skate that I am, I use
pennies secured by Walthers Goo to the interior. This actually works quite well. The pennies are secured over
the trucks and then in the center of the car if more than a few are required. See Figure 1.

Figure 1 - Adding Weight to a Box Car Couplers

All of the cars on the Branch use Kadee compatible couplers. A gauge is used to ensure that the coupler
height is correct and that the “glad hand” is at the appropriate height as well. Washers are used under the
truck bolsters to adjust the coupler height if required. Likewise, a Kadee coupler tool is used to adjust the
glad hands. See Figure 2.

Figure 2 - Checking Coupler Height
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Wheels
Next, the wheels are checked. All the cars on the Branch use metal wheels. If the car doesn’t have metal
wheels, they are replaced. All wheels are checked for gauge, and adjusted if out of gauge. See Figure 3.

Figure 3 - Checking Wheel Sets for Gauge

COTS (Clean, Oil, Test, and Stencil) Labels and “Wheel Dots”
Since the Mystic Branch is set in the late 1970s to early 1980s COTS Labels and “Wheel Dots” are relevant.
All railcars have some kind of COTS labelling, from the early single pane label to the two pane label to the
later three pane label. Most have the familiar two pane label, but newer cars (circa 1980) have the three pane
labels. Similarly, all 70 Ton or less cars with 33” wheels manufactured prior to 1979 will have a Yellow
Wheel Dot indicating that the wheels have been inspected and are OK. Cars that had wheels that didn’t pass
inspection were labeled with a white dot and were barred from interchange service. Decals from MicroScale
and Herald King are used for the COTS labels and Wheel Dots. See Figure 4.

Figure 4 - Adding COTS Labels and Wheel Dots

Weathering
Nearly all of the rolling stock on the Mystic Branch is weathered to some degree. Most of the tank cars and
several other selected cars are not weathered as much as other cars since they tend to be cleaned more
often…however, ALL Cars have painted and/or weathered trucks and painted wheel sets.
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Wheels and Trucks
All rolling stock trucks are painted if relevant using Tru-Color solvent-based paints or Model Master acrylicbased paints. Most trucks are painted either TCP-804 Flat Grimy Black or MM Boxcar Red Flat Trucks are
always weathered to some degree using water-based acrylic washes from Testors CREATEFX. The acrylic
washes most used are #79408, Driftwood and #79413, Flat Black. Wheels and axles are disassembled from
trucks and brush painted with one of the Tru-Color colors using a rolling technique while loaded into some
old trucks. The colors most used are TCP-831, Flat Deep Brown and TCP-823, Flat Roof Brown. The wheel
sets are then re-assembled into the car’s trucks. See Figure 5.

Figure 5 - Painting and Weathering Wheels and Trucks

Car Bodies and Underframes
For the underframe and car body weathering, I use an “air-brushless” technique. Essentially, all my
weathering is accomplished using a relatively wide paint brush. First, however, any unpainted detail items
are painted using the Tru-Color or Model Master paints. For the actual weathering, If possible, the car is
disassembled so that the under frame can be detailed separately; If not, the under frame is still done first
followed by the ends and sides and then the roof. For the underframe, Testors CREATEFX Driftwood wash
is used in most cases. For some flats and gondolas, the Flat Black wash is used. For most cars Testors
CREATEFX Driftwood wash is brushed from top to bottom of the sides and ends to simulate the typical
weathering pattern in the Southwest. Then for box cars, reefers, etc. the wash is brushed on the roof from the
middle to the edges on both sides. For some flats and gondolas I also apply AIM Products weathering
powders using a sponge applicator. In any case, the weathering intensity is varied. All cars should not be
weathered the same.
The examples shown in the following figures show several cars that illustrate the varied weathering
technique. Figure 6 shows a 57’ mechanical refrigerator car with moderate weathering. Figure 7 shows a 40’
clay slurry carrying tank car with only the trucks weathered. As mentioned earlier, tank cars are generally
kept clean by the shippers. Figure 8 shows a 60’ bulkhead flat car that features a flat black wash on the deck
followed by a weathering powder application. Figure 9 show a maintenance-of-way 40’ boxcar that is
severely weathered.
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Figure 6 - 57' Mechanical Refrigerator - Moderate Weathering

Figure 7 - 40' Tank Car - Minimal Weathering

Figure 8 - 60' Bulkhead Flat - Moderate Weathering with Weathering Powders on Deck
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Figure 9 - 40' MOW Box Car with Severe Weathering

Car Cards
All of the freight cars on the Mystic Branch that are in interchange service have a car card. The car cards are
from Micro-Mark. The car card gives the basic information regarding the car – the kind of car, AAR type,
railroad and reporting marks, the car color and length. The car cards are secured in plastic sleeves that are cut
from 8 ½ x 11 plastic sheets used for business card storage purchased at Office Depot. Four-way destination
cards are stored in the car cards. These destination cards replicate (using the internet as a source) industries
that this car type would serve in the general area that the owning railroad operates. Figure 10 shows a typical
freight car with its car card.

Figure 10 - Typical Freight Car with Car Card

Well, that’s it for this month…see you next month with a new topic.
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REALISTIC OPERATIONS ON YOUR MODEL RAILROAD 40

By Al Partlow

In this edition of our series, we will be discussing an interesting aspect of rail passenger operations, that of
“mail trains”. The idea for this topic came to mind when reading the recent article in the Santa Fe Historical
Society “Warbonnet” publication on Santa Fe Trains #3 and #4, two of the Santa Fe’s lesser known trains.
Many railroads operated trains specifically dedicated to the movement of mail, express and other
commodities that required expedited service via dedicated trains. The Southern Pacific operated “The Coast
Mail” between Los Angeles and San Francisco, the Burlington “Fast Mail” ran from Chicago to Lincoln,
Nebraska for a connection with the UP to the West Coast, and in addition to Trains #3 and #4, the Santa Fe
also operated “The Fast Mail Express” between Chicago and Los Angeles. Although not exclusively a mail
train, Missouri Pacific Train #37 and opposing Train #38 from St. Louis to Arkansas and Texas points
handled mail and express with a heavy north to south traffic imbalance.
Regardless of the railroad, all of these trains featured unique equipment in a wide variety of car types,
distinctive motive power and schedules that required expedited handling by operating personnel throughout
the system. Seasonal and other factors contributed to the variety in train consists on a daily basis. The
interest these trains can add to your model railroad will be the major focus of this discussion.
The main purpose of mail trains was, of course, the movement of mail throughout the country for the U.S.
Postal Service. These mail trains were a source of significant revenue for the railroads and when the mail
contracts were canceled, effective October 1967, thus ended mail trains, and also many other passenger trains
throughout the United States.
Let’s start on the head end of the mail train and take a look at the various types of motive power that might be
found on these trains. In the steam era, mail trains were usually handled by larger wheel arrangement types
such as 4-8-4 and 2-8-4 configurations, or heavy 4-6-2 locomotives, and even articulated motive power in
mountainous areas. Diesel powered mail trains utilized Alco PA’s, EMD F-3’s and F-7’s, as well as EMD E7’s. E-8’s and E-9’s. Lash-ups included anywhere from three to five units, depending on the train tonnage
being handled.
The variety of passenger car types operated on mail trains pretty well runs the gamut of rail passenger
equipment, especially when the movement of “dead-head” equipment is considered. The movement of
foreign road equipment is also appropriate for most mail train operations. Head-end car types on mail trains
included baggage (60’,70’ and 80’ lengths), horse-baggage, postal (including postal storage cars where mail
is not sorted enroute), box express, and refrigerator express equipment.
Mail trains usually carried some sort of “rider” car, usually a heavy weight coach, although streamlined cars
did operate in some trains. These cars were usually located on the rear of the train.
As mentioned, one of the functions of mail trains was the movement of equipment, including foreign road
cars, that were being “dead headed” from one location to another, not in revenue service. Equipment
included all type of cars, mainly coaches and sleeping cars, but even cars such as diners and lounge cars did
move on mail trains from time to time. This equipment usually operated on the rear of the train ahead of the
“rider” car unless positioned forward in the train if the car needed to be set out enroute.
Various factors affected the number of cars on mail trains on a given day. Seasonal traffic such as perishable
shipments like cherries, strawberries or salmon might add several refrigerator express cars on a train from the
west coast headed to eastern destinations for several weeks. Refrigerator express cars were also loaded with
non-perishable commodities to better improve utilization of the cars. Holidays such as Christmas could add
additional baggage and postal cars carrying packages and mail for several weeks. Even certain days of the
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week (specifically Saturdays) throughout the year could add additional baggage or box express cars for
newly published magazines (Life, Look, Time).
Mail trains offer the modeler numerous possibilities for expanding passenger train operations. Not only can
cars be set out and picked up along the route, but entire trains can be combined at certain points to reduce
crews and save on other operating costs. On the origin and destination end of a route, extensive switching of
head-end equipment can keep a switch crew busy for several real time hours if modeled prototypically.
Remember as well, that some railroads operated some of their regularly scheduled secondary passenger trains
basically as mail trains. On the Southern Pacific, the overnight “Owl” between Houston and Dallas carried
extensive head end traffic, although both coach and sleeper cars were carried on the train as well. The SP’s
“Argonaut” between Los Angeles and New Orleans was the primary mail train on the “Sunset Route”,
although the consist also included coaches, sleepers, and even a diner and lounge car. The Missouri PacificTexas & Pacific operated Train #7 from St. Louis to Texarkana and on to El Paso, with Train #8 being the
eastbound counterpart. These trains also carried coaches and sleepers in addition to lots of head-end
equipment.
For more interesting passenger operations on your layout, consider adding a mail train to your train line up.
Not only will you be able to add some really interesting equipment to your passenger car roster, but you will
also be able to expand your operating possibilities significantly.

SP 60 Foot Baggage Express.
Jay Williams Collection.

PFE Refrigerator Express.
Bob's Photo Collection.

SP Baggage Mail.
Jay Williams Collection.

SP Horse Express.
Jay Williams Collection.
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LED Lighting in Model Train Engines

By Mark Couvillion

I have been upgrading HO engines for as long as I can remember. I have developed techniques to improve
running performance and reliability over many years and have been trying to improve the lighting for just as
long. It is hard to “believe” a scale model is “real” if the headlights are difficult to see when ON or it looks
like there is a thermonuclear reaction going on in the cab. I had learned how to use diode triangles with 1.5
volt grain-of-rice bulbs that made a vast improvement over manufacturers’ stock lighting but incandescent
lights tend to burn out frequently and there were limited size options. In the last few years, LEDs have
become available that are the right color and intensity to be believable and pretty impressive, and they will
last almost indefinitely.
For HO engines, I have found that 3 sizes of LEDs meet most of my needs:
1) I started with 2 millimeter Tower LEDs to replace the double lights of
many old Geeps and SD locomotives. I found that I could file down the
outside of the tower to fit exactly into the lens hole of the model. To get
the pair soldered together exactly in the correct orientation, I started
building the assembly on the outside of the engine where I could easily
get to it (Fig. 01). I take a wide, flat needle file and gently file the
circumference of the tower LED until it just fits inside the light hole of
the shell. I get two LEDs ready then align the anodes (long leads) on the
same side and bend one anode close to the LED at 90 degrees to pass
next to and in contact with the anode of the other LED. I make sure the
two LEDs are perfectly parallel and fully inserted into the engine shell
from the outside and then solder the spot where the two anodes cross Fig 1 LED Lighting in Model Train Engines
(Fig. 02). I have a precision professional soldering iron with a tiny tip,
not one of the “wood-burning” irons commonly sold in hobby stores. I
use a tiny amount of solder to make the connection, then trim the excess
lead from the bent anode. I then trim the other anode to about 3/32 of an
inch and tin it with solder, taking care not to unsolder the joint just made.
I strip and tin the end of a 30 – 36 AWG length of blue decoder wire and
attach it to the anode (Fig. 03). This is the + common that will attach to
the decoder. I then trim each of the LED cathodes to about ¼ inch and
tin them. I strip and tin a short length of the decoder wire of the proper
color for the application (white, yellow, green, brown, etc.) and attach it
to each of the cathodes (Fig. 04). I sometimes slide on a short length of 1
millimeter shrink tubing to cover and strengthen the solder connections.
Fig 2 Soldering Bent Anode Wire
I use lap solder joints as there is no tension on these small wires and the
connections can be tiny. I install a dropping resistor somewhere in the
wire to the decoder, but never next to the LED (Fig. 05). Often there is little room in the shell where the
LED must be installed and adding something rigid and bulky in that location does not work. I find that
installing the resistors in the wire with short tinned leads on both the resistor and wire, with the leads and
sometimes the whole resistor covered in shrink tubing, is a lot easier to install in the inside corners of the
shell. I try to use the smallest physical size of resistor that will meet the expected wattage of the voltage
drop through the resistor without having the resistor get too hot. More on this important consideration later.

Fig 3 Adding Blue Common Wire
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With the LED “package” still sticking out the front of the engine shell, I estimate how much of the tower
needs to be shimmed to have the end of the tower flush with the surface of the light opening when installed
from the inside. Sometimes it is as much as 3/32” to 1/8”. I cut a length of 1
millimeter shrink tubing and slide it over each tower and push it to the base (Fig.
06). To control the stray light from the sides of the LEDs, I cut a short length of
larger shrink tubing (Fig. 07) and place it over the whole assembly (Fig. 08),
leaving a little forward of the flat surface at the base of the towers. I then shrink
the tubing (Fig. 09) using the heat from the side of my soldering iron. I want the
slight excess at the base of the towers to curve around and lock on to the base of
the towers. The back by the wires shrinks to seal most of the area behind the
LED pair and no stray light will escape (Fig. 10). I then install the LED pair into Fig 6 Shrink Tubing Spacers
the engine shell from the inside with long tweezers, pushing the towers forward
until the face of the towers is where the engine’s headlight lens would be. If I
have measured properly, the assembly will be fully seated on the back and fit
snugly in the light holes. To keep the assembly in place I route the wires into the
inside corners of the shell and use small pieces of Scotch tape to hold it in place.
I use very small pieces and burnish the tape once it is properly in place so that it
holds well. It is easy to remove the tape with a dental pick or hobby knife if the
LED assembly needs to be moved or repaired.
For installing the resistors in the wire from the LED to the decoder, remember
that EACH LED must have a dropping resistor (actually a current-limiting
resistor). I cut the leads of the resistors to less than ¼” then tin them. I hold the
resistors in a “third hand” device with a weighted base and alligator clips ‘cause
you can’t hold ‘em while you solder ‘em! I strip and tin the ends of the wire,
again the shorter the better, then lap solder the joint. To minimize the bulk of the
usually two resistors in parallel wire, I try to offset where they are relative to
each other in the wire from the LED to the decoder. When laid together, one is
more than a resister length from the other (Fig. 05) in the paired wires. If I use a
1/8-watt resistor, I usually cover the whole thing with a short piece of shrink
tubing. For larger resistors, I will use 1 millimeter shrink tubing to cover the lap
solder joints on the end and occasionally a larger piece of shrink tubing to cover
the resistor too. I have been asked why I cover the resistor when it could hinder
the heat dissipation from the resistor. I have yet to burn a hole in an engine’s
shell but I think the shrink tubing would dissipate some of the heat and give off a
distinct odor before the resistor got hot enough to melt the shell’s plastic. My
preference.

Fig 7
Cutting Large Shrink Tubing

Fig 8
Adding Large Shrink Tubing

You need to know the specifications of the LEDs you intend to use and the
Fig 9
output voltage of the functions on your decoder to properly size the resistors.
Large Tubing Shrunk to Fit
There are 1/8-watt, ¼-watt, ½-watt, and larger resistors available. Watts are a
measure of the energy dissipated by the resistor when it is “resisting” the flow of
current in the circuit containing the LED at a fixed voltage. The harder the
resistor has to work, the hotter it gets. Good practice is to try to keep the
resistors below about 75% of their rated value. As an example, an 1/8-watt
resistor is designed to dissipate 0.125 watts. 75% of this value is 0.09375 watts.
You should try to use LEDs that generate less than 0.09375 watts in their specific Fig 10 Working LED Assembly
application when using this size resistor, regardless of the actual resistance rating
of the resistor. Calculate watts as: W = I2R, where W is the watts generated, I is the circuit current in
amperes, and R is the resistance rating of the resistor in ohms. Note that the current value, I, is squared. If
the resistor is sized too small, you may see a new access hole burned through the top or side of your engine’s
shell!
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An Important Note regarding function output voltage: Tsunami 1 board-style sound decoders found
in Athearn engines from about 2010 have a fixed lighting output of 1.5 volts because the lights in
engines of that time were 1.5 volt grain of rice bulbs. There were no LEDs being factory-installed in
these engines at that time. This includes the early Genesis engines. Connecting LEDs to the pads of
the decoder results in no illumination as the voltage is well below that required to light up the LED,
even without a dropping resistor! Exceptionally frustrating to figure this out when everything works
individually but doesn’t work when all together!!! The Tsunami 1 decoders have a “14+” circular
terminal on the board top that allows LEDs with dropping resistors to be powered. The function tabs
“sink” to ground the positive voltage source. All pad lighting functions have a common (blue wire +)
voltage of 1.5 volts when activated. Connecting the blue wires to the 14+ terminal fixes the problem.
After the resistors are installed in the wire leads, I often tie the two same-color wire leads together a short
distance from the resistors and solder another piece of the same color wire to the connection, using a lap
solder joint and shrink tubing. This piece of wire, as well as the + common wire, will be long enough to
allow me to remove the shell from the chassis without pulling something out of place. I use tiny wire, 30 –
36 AWG, that is very flexible. I also police the wire by gently braiding it together as I bring it from its
installed location to the decoder. The gentle twisting essentially organizes a “rat’s nest” of wire into a
controlled minimum that is easier to install.
2) I use 3 millimeter flat-top LEDs for engines with larger light lenses.
Sometimes, the 3 millimeter LED will fit exactly in the light hole in the
shell. Occasionally, it needs a “gasket” made of a layer or two of shrink
tubing. Often, I just glue it directly to the back of the existing clear lens
with super glue. (Fig. 11) Just make sure you know exactly where it
needs to go and both surfaces are smooth. If you goof up, you can
usually get the pieces apart with a little effort once the glue fully sets.
(Voice of experience!) I try to center and orient the LED “filaments” in
the same vertical plane so that they are consistent. This just looks better
upon close inspection.

Fig 11 Flat LEDs on Lens LED

3) One of my favorite LEDs to use is the “402”, a tiny 0.040” x 0.020”
surface-mount LED with magnet wire attached to the back. “402”s are
extremely delicate and need special attention and care in handling. They
appear as a flea between two long hairs – really! (Fig. 12) To handle
them, I have developed a technique to assure that I don’t ruin them before
I get to use them.
I VERY CAREFULLY hold the LED and the connecting wires by
pinching them between my fingers until I untangle the magnet wire leads
from any others that may be adjacent. When the LED is separate from all
others, I carefully straighten each lead to remove bends, kinks, and loops.
Fig 12 402 LED
I CAREFULLY release the LED from my pinch to reveal the two magnet
wires attached to it. I want them straight and parallel from the back side of the LED. If they are not, I
CAREFULLY straighten them so that they are. The “402” is extremely delicate and the wires will pull off
of the LED back with minimal effort. Once the wires are straightened and parallel, I re-pinch the LED
between my fingers then carefully twist the two wire leads around each other for about 2 – 3 inches from the
LED. Twisting the wire helps strengthen the connection to the LED by making each wire uniformly share
the tension of handling. Notice that of the two wires, one is slightly longer than the other. This is the anode
to which the blue wire (+ common) will be connected. The shorter wire is the cathode and will be connected
to the function output. I DO NOT cut these wires at this time. When I install the LED in the engine or
wherever, I run the wire to a convenient central location, securing it along the way with burnished tape, and
then connect larger colored wires that allow me to correctly connect the LED to its power supply.
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Another Quick Note on LEDs: LEDs are polar and need to be connected in series, positive to
negative, positive to negative, just like installing small AA or AAA batteries in a flashlight or TV
remote. That is why you connect the + common (blue) wire to the LED’s longer lead, the negative
anode, and the LED’s other lead, the positive cathode, to the negative function pad to “sink it” to
ground. If you connect positive to positive or negative to negative, it just won’t work. It took me a
while to catch on to this. Now you know.
For additional handling convenience, appearance, and use of “402” LEDs, I recommend the following:
Surface-mount LEDs attached to wire leads face to the side of the wires. They are 90 degrees from the
direction they are needed. While they are bright enough when they shine to the side, they look better when
aimed in the desired direction of illumination. To do this, you must slightly bend the wires 90 degrees so
that the illuminating surface is pointed away from the
wires. Try to do this as close as possible to the LED. I use
sharp medical tweezers or a small needle-nose pliers to
hold the tiny LED before trying to bend the wires. Once
bent, I find it helpful to place a short length of 1mm shrink
tubing around the LED and end of the wiring. This makes
a convenient “handle” and helps aim the LED in the
preferred direction. It also makes positioning the LED in
its planned location easier and controls stray light. The
tweezers really help here. I have found it easy to align
adjacent LEDs so that the illuminating surfaces are parallel
or vertical with the shrink tubing in place. I do not heat up
the shrink tubing. It fits snugly on the LED but the LED
can be adjusted slightly if needed. The shrink tube length
is about 3/16”. The assembly closely approximates the
Fig 13 402 LED with Shield
dimensions of a 1.5 volt grain of rice bulb. (Fig. 13)
Once positioned, I try to wrap any additional magnet wire from adjacent bulbs together to strengthen and
minimize the bundle of wires. Magnet wire is tiny and fragile. Any additional structure to the wire helps
keep it from breaking. With multiple LEDs, you must connect all of the anodes (longer wires of the wire
pair) together to the blue (+ common) wire. Magnet wire uses a varnish as the insulation. The only easy
way to remove it is to dip it in hot molten solder for a few seconds. I get the bundle of wire installed in
place, usually in the corners of the engine shell with burnished Scotch tape, and then separate the function
wires from the anode common wires. I gently twist the common wires together for a short length then cut
them together. I then get a hot soldering iron and add solder to form a small hot glob of solder on the iron. I
push the end of the common wire bundle into the solder and watch for the varnish to disappear. The
apparent diameter of the wire will decrease slightly and the solder will “tin” the wire ends and hold them
together. I then take a short length of 30 – 36 AWG blue decoder wire, strip a tiny bit of insulation off the
end, tin it, and lap solder the blue wire to the magnet wire bundle. There is usually enough solder on each
wire that additional solder is not needed to make the connection, just the heat and parallel alignment. I will
slip a piece of 1mm shrink tubing over the connection and heat it to shrink and strengthen the joint.
Each one of the LEDs needs its own resistor. I take each function wire from each LED and individually tin
the end after cutting to the desired length. I prepare a piece of 30 – 36 AWG decoder wire of the color of the
function that I want the LED to be controlled by, strip a tiny section off the end, tin it and lap-solder it to
make the connection. I install the resistor somewhere in the function wire by closely trimming the resistor
leads and splicing it in. To minimize the “volume” of the resistors in the parallel circuits, I try to place the
resistors at different locations along the lengths of the wire. I typically cover the entire resistor and
connections with a short piece of shrink tubing and heat it to shrink it. I connect similar-colored function
wires together and extend a single wire before connecting to the decoder. (Note: Avoid connecting the
resistor directly to the magnet wire. Place it somewhere along the length of the colored function wire.)
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Connect the various colored lighting wires to their proper pads or wires from the decoder and program the
decoder functions. Then add your new engine to the active roster of your layout!
The more I have worked with installing LEDs in engines, the nicer and neater the installations look and the
better they perform. My new installation “signature” is s bunch of bright, lensed LED headlights on the nose
of diesels and steam engines. They look awesome running down the main line!

Wanted! Nominees for the LSR 2021 Youth Award

Deadline approaching soon!
Who: Any boy or girl 18 years old or younger with an interest in model railroading.
Where: Nominated by any NMRA member.
A past awardee: May be renominated for another year if they meet the qualifications
specified in the LSR Constitution. Contact Phil Stewart before December 1, 2020.
How: Fill out the special Youth Award Membership Form available on http://
www.lonestarregion.com/
When: Submitted to the LSR Divisional Director (Division 8) by December 1, 2020.
For more information contact: Jim Lemmond, LSR Youth Chairman: jimlem@comcast.net

November 10th Meeting DATE CHANGE
Due to the November 3rd election, the November meeting
will be pushed back one week to November 10th.
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Celebration Corner

By Divina Gato-Hogno

Happy
November Birthdays!

Blake Bogs

Liz Harris
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Diane Robinson

Dick Louvet

Rex Ritz
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Celebration Corner

By Divina Gato-Hogno

Happy Anniversary!

Sid and Don Formanek
(also Sid’s birthday)

Bob and Anne Sandhaas

Happy Belated October Birthday!

Jim Kelly
NOTE: To join in the celebration of birthdays, anniversaries or any other momentous
occasion you want your San Jac family to celebrate with you, please send your info to
d.gatohogno@gmail.com . If you are not yet a member, please join us and be part of the San
Jacinto Model Railroad Club.
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October Meeting Minutes
President Kelly Russell called the hybrid meeting
to order at 7:05.

By Dick Louvet

There were 14 members present at the meeting
and 26 via Zoom.

Phil Steward again mentioned the joint
convention next year, June 17-20, at the Embassy
Suites in Tulsa. The web site should be up
shortly.

Kelly thanked Tom Bailey and JayC Williams
for setting up the meeting.

LSR continues to look for Youth Award
nominees.

Clinic
Gene Mangum introduced Jeff Fowler for a
clinic: “Raspberry Pi and Arduino”. Jeff
described both circuit boards and covered several
model railroad applications for both, some with
JMRI. Jeff had operating samples for inspection
after the clinic.

Phil mentioned that the last clinic with Leslie
Eaton was outstanding.
Members are reminded of the 2023 NMRA
convention in Dallas.

Clinics
Gene needs clinicians for December and starting
in February. Any open slots will be filled by
Gene with a shadow puppet show.

Membership Committee
Our
Facebook
page
is
at
https://
www.facebook.com/San-Jacinto-Model-Railroad
-Club-112449312120157/
Our Twitter is at https://twitter.com/SJMRRC
Our Groups.io is at SJMRRC@Groups.io

Treasurer’s Report
Al Partlow again refused to read the minutes, so
the September minutes were approved as
published.

Old Business
The club will continue with the “Show and Tell”
Zoom get-togethers. Tom Bailey will send out
notices.

The August bank balance was $18,489.49. There
was one deposit of $2,456 from 2021 GHTS
table sales.

New Business
Gene Magnum needs the club to appoint an
Audio/Visual chairman to operate, manage and
store the club’s equipment. Contact Gene if you
can help.

Fall Layout Tour
Brian Jansky has input for 15 layouts with 2 or 3
more expected. We are still discussing how the
videos will be presented (YouTube, website, etc.)
as well as publicity.
Craig Brantley said 2 or 3 live layouts will be
open but only for San Jac members.

The meeting was adjourned.
Respectively submitted,
Dick Louvet
Secretary/Treasurer

Lone Star Region
Division 8 is continuing clinics at the Bayland
Center. Watch your email for clinic information.

November 10th Meeting DATE CHANGE
Due to the November 3rd election, the November meeting
will be pushed back one week to November 10th.
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San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the
first Tuesday of each month at 7pm
Now In-Person and ONLINE

Bayland Community Center
6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX

Visitors are always welcome!

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org

Officers

Webmaster: Brian Jansky

President: Kelly Russell
president@sanjacmodeltrains.org
Vice President: Gene Mangum
vice-president@sanjacmodeltrains.org
Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet
secretary@sanjacmodeltrains.org
Director at Large: Tom Bailey
tfbailey@sbcglobal.net
Past President: Robert (Bob) Barnett MMR
rbarnett@ljaengineering.com

Next Meeting

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10
AT 7PM
HYBRID MEETING:

Derail Staff

IN-PERSON AND ONLINE

Conductor: Bob Sabol
bsabol@stillmeadow.com

Engineer: Terri Brogoitti
tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com

Brakemen:

“SP PASSENGER SERVICE FEATURING
THE SUNSET LIMITED”

Mark Couvillion
(mark_couvillion@hotmail.com)
David N. Currey
(texasandlouisiana@msn.com)
Divina Gato-Hogno
(d.gatohogno@gmail.com)
Brian Jansky (brianj844@gmail.com)
Pete Leach MMR (pleachtx55@gmail.com)
Richard Louvet (secretary@sanjacmodeltrains.org)
Gene Mangum (vice-president@sanjacmodeltrains.org)
Al Partlow (alswitch@aol.com)
Jeff Williams (mellowmiata@hotmail.com)

BY AL PARTLOW

MEMBERS: CHECK YOUR UPCOMING
EMAILS FOR DETAILS AND THE LINK.
At Home Refreshments:
your drink & dessert of choice

Video Corner

Pile Driver OB
Demonstration
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